
Sample lesson plan. This lesson can be adapted for use with any 
letter/sound.  You will need to stick the pictures of objects around 
the phonic teaching area before the session. 
Resources – ‘t’ poem, Signalong signs for ‘t’, selection of pictures or 
objects starting with ‘t’ and pictures or objects of non-t objects,  giant 
outline of t, some pictures of objects that end in ‘t’  
Area of Learning -   Literacy Phonics    
Learning Intention – To identify objects that start with ‘t’, identify t 
(orally) in words 
Settling time – Tell the children it is time to do our phonics and seat 
them in Phonic pairs.  Re-cap letter from previous session.  30 SECOND 
PARTNER TALK to re-cap words for that letter.  Share with teacher. 
Introduction – Introduce our new sound ‘t’.  Explain its name and the 
sound it makes. Demonstrate how to write ‘t’ – children to air write ‘t’.  
Show children the big ‘t’ and explain we will use this in our lesson. 
Development – Read ‘t’ poem to children, demonstrating Signalong 
signs.  Highlight a couple of ‘t’ words in the poem.  Re-read the poem 
then ask them to PARTNER TALK TO DISCUSS ‘t’ WORDS THEY HEARD 
IN POEM.  Children share words, teacher to highlight them in the poem.  
Explain that we are going to work with our partner to find some 
pictures/objects around the area.  30 second sand timer to find pictures 
and bring them back.  (Make sure each pair has at least one picture to 
discuss,).  30 SECONDS PARTNER TALK TO DISCUSS PICTURES, if it starts 
with ‘t’ place it on the giant ‘t’, if not place on the floor. 
Plenary – ask children to sort three remaining objects accordingly. 
Challenge – show children three pictures of objects that have a ‘t’ at the 
end of them. Ask them where they should go?  Explain that they could 
go on the ‘t’ because the sound is at the end of the word. 
Success Criteria – children will be able to recognise ‘t’ in spoken words 
and objects that start with ‘t’. To realise that the sound can be at the end 
of a word too. 
Differentiation –  
LA – to recognise objects that start with ‘t’ 
MA – to recognise objects that start with ‘t’ and to identify words in the 
poem that start with ‘t’ 
UA – to recognise objects that start or end with ‘t’.  Identify words that 
start or end with ‘t’ 
Dismissal/Follow on tasks – Re-read poem standing up and with signs. 
Explain that the children can finish sticking the ‘t’ pictures on the giant t 
independently. 
 


